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Abstract: In this review, we present the recent developments and future prospects of
improving nitrogen use efficiency (NUE) in crops using various complementary
approaches. These include conventional breeding and molecular genetics, in addition to
alternative farming techniques based on no-till continuous cover cropping cultures and/or
organic nitrogen (N) nutrition. Whatever the mode of N fertilization, an increased
knowledge of the mechanisms controlling plant N economy is essential for improving
NUE and for reducing excessive input of fertilizers, while maintaining an acceptable yield
and sufficient profit margin for the farmers. Using plants grown under agronomic
conditions, with different tillage conditions, in pure or associated cultures, at low and high
N mineral fertilizer input, or using organic fertilization, it is now possible to develop
further whole plant agronomic and physiological studies. These can be combined with
gene, protein and metabolite profiling to build up a comprehensive picture depicting the
different steps of N uptake, assimilation and recycling to produce either biomass in
vegetative organs or proteins in storage organs. We provide a critical overview as to how
our understanding of the agro-ecophysiological, physiological and molecular controls of N
assimilation in crops, under varying environmental conditions, has been improved. We
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have used combined approaches, based on agronomic studies, whole plant physiology,
quantitative genetics, forward and reverse genetics and the emerging systems biology.
Long-term sustainability may require a gradual transition from synthetic N inputs to
legume-based crop rotation, including continuous cover cropping systems, where these
may be possible in certain areas of the world, depending on climatic conditions. Current
knowledge and prospects for future agronomic development and application for breeding
crops adapted to lower mineral fertilizer input and to alternative farming techniques are
explored, whilst taking into account the constraints of both the current world economic
situation and the environment.
Keywords: agriculture; cover cropping; conservation tillage; fertilizers; genetics; nitrogen;
green manure; agro-biodiversity, sustainability

1. Introduction: Socioeconomic and Environmental Stakes
Today, the main method to maintain or restore soil nutrients and increase crop yields is the
application of mineral fertilizers such as nitrogen (N). The N used in commercial fertilizers is
particularly soluble for easy uptake and assimilation by plants. Because of the simplicity of its storage
and handling, N can easily be applied when plants need it most. Mineral fertilizers are now the main
source of nutrients applied to soils, even if the contribution of animal manure remains important,
especially when there is densely populated livestock nearby. After World War II, N fertilizers have
been used extensively to increase crop yield. The use of synthetic N fertilizers has eliminated a major
elemental constraint with respect to enriching the soil stock of organic C and N originally managed by
organic manure amendments, leguminous cultures and fallow periods. The formation of ammonia and
thus synthetic N fertilizers by the Haber–Bosch process was one of the most important inventions of
the 20th century, thus allowing the production of food for nearly half of the world population [1,2].
Consequently, a dramatic escalation has occurred in global consumption of synthetic N, from
11.6 million tonnes (Tg) in 1961 to 104 Tg in 2006 [3,4]. Over 40 years, the amount of mineral N
fertilizers applied to agricultural crops increased by 7.4 fold, whereas the overall yield increase was
only 2.4 fold [5]. This means that N use efficiency, (NUE) which may be defined as the yield obtained
per unit of available N in the soil (supplied by the soil + N fertilizer) has declined sharply. This
obviously implies that NUE is higher at reduced levels of crop production when the use of N
fertilization is much lower. NUE is the product of absorption efficiency (amount of absorbed
N/quantity of available N) and the utilization efficiency (yield/absorbed N). For a large number of
crops, there is a genetic variability for both N absorption efficiency and for N utilization efficiency [6].
Moreover, the occurrence of interactions between the genotype and the level of N led to the conclusion
that the best performing crop varieties at high N fertilization input are not necessarily the best ones
when the supply of N is lower [7]. This is mainly because breeding for most crops has been conducted
over the last 50 years in the presence of high mineral fertilization inputs, thus missing the opportunity
to exploit genetic differences under a low level of mineral or organic N fertilization conditions [8].
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In most intensive agricultural production systems, over 50% and up to 75% of the N applied to the
field is not used by the plant and is lost by leaching into the soil [9-11]. Some microorganisms are able
to improve soil fertility by metabolizing the N that is not absorbed by plants. It is however a lengthy
process which involves a major risk because mineral N, especially nitrate (NO3-) and urea
{CO(NH2)2} are very soluble and can run off into the surface water or flow into the groundwater.
Water contaminated by nitrate is not potable and at high concentrations can be a serious risk for human
health [12,13]. Moreover, the water industry must bear additional costs to remove nitrates from
groundwater sources [14,15].
The detrimental impacts of nitrate loss from the soil have toxicological implications for animals and
humans [16] and also on the environment leading to the eutrophication of freshwater [17] and marine
ecosystems [18]. This phenomenon is manifested by a proliferation of green algae, reduced infiltration
of light, oxygen depletion in surface water, disappearance of benthic invertebrates and the production
of toxins harmful to fish, livestock and humans. Soils are also at risk from eutrophication, as excessive
amounts of nutrients can cause oxygen depletion in the soil and thus prevent the proper functioning of
natural microorganisms. This, in turn, affects soil fertility. Moreover, it has been reported that
synthetic N fertilizers can promote microbial C utilization depleting both soil and sub-soil organic N
content [4]. Eutrophic soils are the source for the emission of N2O (nitrous oxide), which can react
with the stratospheric ozone [19], thus increasing the greenhouse effect and also the emission of toxic
ammonia (NH3) into the atmosphere that can contribute to acidification [20-22]. The process of
gaseous ammonia loss from plant foliage can range from 2 to 15kg N/ha/year released, depending on
the crop examined or the location [23,24]. Additionally, when the plant does not take up urea
fertilizers applied to the soil, up to 40% can also be lost in the form of ammonia [25,26].
Mineral N fertilizers produced by the Haber–Bosh process are very costly in energy
production [1,27] and represent nowadays up to 50% of the operational cost for the farmer depending
on the cultivated crop [28]. Thus, NUE and energy input are seen as important indicators for the
environmental impact of the production of conventional crops but also of energy crops, since they
have a large capacity to produce biomass with the minimal amount of N fertilizer [29]. Comparatively,
the net energy cost of N2 fixation in leguminous species is lower than that necessary for an equivalent
production of synthetic N fertilizers [30,31]. Therefore, it will be advantageous to the farmer to
include more legumes both in crop rotations and in cover crops, whether the main cultivated crop is
grown for grain or biomass.
Biological dinitrogen (N2) fixation is one of the most important sources of N in agricultural system,
since it has been estimated to be around 122 Tg per year. The most important N-fixing agents are the
symbiotic associations between crop and forage/fodder legumes and bacteria of the genus
Rhizobia [31,32]. There are accurate estimations of annual inputs of symbiotically fixed N by legume
crops. However, the amount of N fixed by other agricultural production systems involving
non-symbiotic N2 fixing associations, such as rice, sugar cane and cereals is much more difficult to
estimate (see [30,33,34] for reviews).
To feed the world population in 2050, which will probably reach 9 billion people, it will be
necessary to increase agricultural production by 1.7 fold [6]. It is clear that even if this increase in
production must be realized in developing countries that need it most, other countries that use
intensive agriculture do not consider reducing their production of N fertilizers. As such, they will
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continue to produce as much or more mineral fertilizers, while at the same time protecting the
environment will be essential to preserve the equilibrium of most earth ecosystems. The detrimental
impact of the overuse of N fertilizers on the environment can be minimized if it is accompanied by
sustainable agricultural practices, such as fertilizer use rationalization, crop rotation, establishment of
ground cover and burial of crop residues. Rational fertilization means that the application of fertilizers
both organic and inorganic is performed under the proper conditions required to prevent runoff at the
appropriate growth stages of the plant and in the correct doses [6]. For example, fractionating N
fertilization is currently being performed to grow wheat and other crops such as rice and oilseed rape.
Such fertilization strategies have in 15–20 years decreased by 15–20%, the amount of N fertilizer
applied to crops in the field [35]. Alternatively, cropping systems using carefully designed species
mixtures may be a way to lower N fertilization input, while maintaining economic profitability [36].
Others strategies to improve NUE are to use genetic modification or to breed for new varieties that
take up more organic or inorganic N from the soil N and utilize the absorbed N more efficiently [6,37].
Additionally, breeding for more efficient symbioses with Rhizobia and arbuscular micorrhizal
(AM) fungi can be an interesting alternative for increasing plant productivity using the same amount of
synthetic N fertilizer [38,39]. Conservation tillage using no till and continuous cover cropping cultures
are also known to increase significantly the potentiality and diversity of plant colonization by AM
fungi in comparison to conventional tillage [40-43]. Thus, these new alternative farming techniques
could also be an attractive way to increase NUE for a number of crops through the beneficial action
of AM.
Lastly, the occurrence of plant growth promoting bacteria (PGPB) and its relationship with the
improvement of N nutrition needs to be considered. Through the release of hormones PGPB, can
stimulate root development thus increasing nutrient acquisition including N (see [44,45] for reviews).
2. Nitrogen Fertilization in Agriculture
In the developed countries, mineral fertilizers are the main source of N applied to crops [46],
followed closely by livestock manure [47]. There are also other sources of N to the soil: the major one
being symbiotic N2 fixation in legume nodules and in the rhizosphere of a range of plants [34,45].
Minor ones include N deposition from the atmosphere, in the form of ammonia and various nitrogen
oxides, and the recycling of sewage sludge, which can be applied to cultivated land despite the
presence of toxic compounds [48,49]. The importance of these varies from one country to
another [50,51].
The mineral commercial fertilizers commonly applied to cultivated soils are anhydrous ammonia,
urea, ammonium sulfate and ammonium nitrate. They are particularly soluble for easy assimilation by
crops. Both urea and ammonia are converted to nitrate at different rates depending on the nature of the
soil and of the climatic conditions, thus leading to various loss mechanisms either by volatilization for
ammonia or runoff for nitrate or urea after heavy rainfall and leaching into groundwater [52,53].
However, it appears that the functional diversity of the autotrophic nitrifiers, the ecology (abundance
and bacterial community structure) and the nitrification kinetics performed by bacterial
ammonia-oxidizers, leading to nitrite (NO2-) production and its further oxidation to nitrate by
nitrite-oxidizing microorganisms are affected by tillage practices or cover cropping systems [54-56].
Therefore, the final inorganic N budget is strongly affected by the nitrification process occurring in the
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soil via the action of root-associated or free living microbes that alter rates of nutrient supply and the
partitioning of resources between the crop and the soil flora [57].
Manures are the second in nutrient inputs to agricultural land. The nutrient content of manure varies
from one country to another and from one region to another within the same country. It depends on the
type of farming, grazing systems and nutrient content of different foods and fodder for livestock. There
is evidence that at least 50% of manure is lost in storage and transport and another 25% of manure is
lost after application [58,59]. An incubation study with composted poultry manure showed a gradual
release of inorganic N, mineralizing 0.4 to 5.8% of the total N over 56 days compared to 25.4–39.8%
of the total N in uncomposted poultry manure [60].
The application of manure with different level of humification, (i.e composted), has frequently been
shown to increase soil fertility [61] and to stimulate soil microbial activity through the improvement of
soil structure [62]. Additionally, it has been demonstrated that humic substances have auxin-like
activity and positive effects on plant physiology by influencing nutrient uptake and root
architecture [63,64]. Simultaneously, it has been shown that through the use of flow-through
colorimetry that there is and adsorption of nitrate on to humic substances, thus improving N
availability to the plant [65].
From information on N inputs to agricultural soils and estimates of N uptake by crops and grass, a
calculation of the excess amounts of N applied to agricultural land can be established. This method of
calculating the excess N is known as N balance at the surface [66]. The surface balance can be used as
an indicator that highlights areas potentially threatened by N pollution under various environmental
scenarios [67,68]. In addition, monitoring the evolution of these surpluses over several years can be
used to evaluate the effectiveness of agri-environmental measures to avoid pollution by nitrates. The
calculation of the surplus cannot however be immediately interpreted as an indicator of N loss in
water. The balance between inputs and outputs for a system includes all potential losses described in
the above sections, and inventory changes of N, mainly in the soil.
3. Nitrogen Fertilization Using Green Manure and Cover Crops
Green manure fertilization (see [69] for a review) aims to improve soil fertility and quality by
incorporation into the soil of any field or forage crop while the cultivated plant is still at the green
vegetative stage, or just after the flowering stage. Green manure can also be crushed or rolled before
no-till seeding (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Example showing utilization of a mixture of legume and non-legume cover crops
for green fertilization. (A) Autumn wheat: no till direct sowing onto a cover crop mixture
of radish with berseem (Trifolium alexandrinum), simultaneously with a frontal crushing of
the two cover crops. Note that on top of providing N for wheat growth, the use of crushing
simultaneously to sowing, avoids the utilization of herbicides that are often used in direct
seeding culture systems to remove the cover crop. (B) Close-up view of the cover crop
mixture composed of radish (r) and berseem (b). (C) Close-up view of the radish root
system used as a cover crop. (D) View of the wheat culture in winter after direct sowing
and simultaneous crushing of the cover crops. (E) Close-up view of the wheat culture
showing the presence of residual crushed cover crop that provides organic N to the soil,
thus avoiding the requirement for additional mineral N fertilization.

A cover crop is any crop grown to provide soil cover, regardless of whether it is later incorporated
into the soil. Cover crops are grown primarily to prevent soil erosion by wind and water. Cover crops
and green manures can be annual, biennial, or perennial herbaceous plants grown in a pure or mixed
stand during all or part of the year (Figure 1). In addition to providing ground cover and, in the case of
a symbiotic N2-fixing legume, they provide substantial amounts of N. They also help suppress
weeds [70] via allelopathic legume cover and mulching species [71] and reduce insect pests and
diseases [72-74]. When cover crops are planted to reduce nutrient leaching (N in particular) following
a main crop, they are often termed “catch crops.” [75,76]. Moreover, growing green manures on site is
a way to prevent the often inhibitive handling and transportation costs of other organic inputs [69].
There are a large variety of cover crop species that are appropriate for a farmer and a particular region.
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Details on the use of catch crops to prevent N leaching losses during the winter period and of N
fertilization using green manures (including N fixing legumes), can be found in the review by
Thorup-Kristensen et al. [77] and in the handbook: Managing Cover Crop Profitability [78].
Legumes are widely used as cover crops since there is a large choice of different species suited to a
particular environment (Figure 1). Legumes are defined by their unique flower structure, their pod, and
the ability of 88% of the species examined so far to form atmospheric N2 fixing nodules [79,80].
Legumes are only of second importance after grasses to humans, by contributing significantly to grain,
pasture and forage, and forestry production [33,81]. Since legumes are able to fix symbiotically
atmospheric N2, they require minimal or even no inputs of N fertilizers. If part of this “free” N is made
available to a following cultivated crop, the use of legumes in a rotation can allow a significant
reduction in the use of N fertilizers. Additionally, legumes can also enhance both the colonization of
crop roots by mycorrhizae [82] and the tripartite symbiosis between the host plant AM fungi and
N-fixing bacteria thus finally affecting N uptake by the host plant [83]. The legumes used as cover
crops or green manure can be classified into two categories: tropical and temperate. Warmer climates
or warmer winter temperatures allow temperate species to persist during the winter, and tropical
species are more adapted to the summer months. It is the intra- and inter-specific genetic variability
that partly explains why some legumes grow more and accumulate more N than others. However, it is
mainly the soil and climatic conditions that are the predominant factors that restrict the selection of the
best performing legumes species. For example, Brandsaeter et al. [84] showed in a recent study that
the biochemical quality of the plants differed between species and dates of harvesting, and that this
was reflected in the dynamics of net N mineralization. A number of reviews have focused on selection
criteria, breeding methods and genetic modification approaches and have covered future improvements
in legume crops that will be beneficial not only to the environment and farmers but also to consumers
in both developed and developing countries [85-87]. Studies using quantitative genetics approaches to
improve NUE in legumes are scarce. However, it seems that both root and nodule traits are important
for efficient N assimilation for further translocation to the seeds [88].
N production from legumes is a key benefit of growing cover crops and green manures. The amount
of N available from legumes depends on the species of legume grown, the total biomass produced, and
the percentage of N in the plant tissue. Cultural and environmental conditions that limit legume
growth, such as a delayed planting date, poor stand establishment, and drought will reduce the amount
of N produced. Conditions that encourage good N production include getting a good stand, optimum
soil nutrient levels and soil pH, good nodulation, and adequate soil moisture. The portion of
green-manure N available to a following crop is usually about 40% to 60% of the total amount
contained in the legume [76]. Interestingly, it has been demonstrated that leguminous cover crops were
also able to replace 60% of the chemical N fertilization for cotton production, although the quantity of
available N derived from the cover crop was not synchronized with the requirements of the cotton
plant [89]. In turn, one has to consider that NUE is strongly affected by the organic residues remaining
from the preceding crop and the application rate of both synthetic N or organic fertilizers applied to the
next crop [90].
Both raw and composted manures are useful in organic crop production (for a review see [91]).
Used properly, with attention to balancing soil fertility, manures can supplant all or most needs for
purchased N fertilizer, especially when combined with a whole system fertility plan that includes crop
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rotation and cover cropping with N-fixing legumes. However, there is often a lack of synchronization
between the timing of N mineralization originating from the catch crop and the N requirement of the
main crop, thus leading to a loss of part of the N initially saved by the catch crop. It is therefore
necessary to improve estimates of the longer-term N effects of catch crops and to optimize crop
sequences in order to estimate accurately the turnover of N retained in the soil by the nitrate catch
crops [92,93]. Thus, the grower needs to monitor nutrients in the soil via soil testing, and learn the
characteristics of the manure and/or compost to be used. The grower should adjust the rates and select
additional fertilizers and amendments accordingly. Finally, development of viable green manure-based
alternatives leading to applied crop synergisms will probably not occur without refinement of
whole-systems approaches within which green manure secure multiple ecosystemic services [94],
utilizing and conserving functional agro-biodiversity services [95].
In addition to legumes, commonly used cover crops include annual cereals (rye, wheat, barley oats),
annual or perennial forage grasses such as ryegrass, warm season grasses such as sorgum-sundangrass
hybrids and brassicas (Figure 1) including mustard (see [78], for details on their benefits
and management).
If organic farming needs to use both classical and green manure to replace chemical N fertilization,
it appears that plant genetic adaptations and breeding for these alternative farming techniques are
needed to increase crop NUE, for example in wheat [96-99]. Additionally, the development of
biomarkers for determining the potential of NUE and optimization of N inputs in crop plants under
organic farming cultivation conditions will be required [100].
4. Nitrogen Assimilation by Plants
Nitrate is the principal N source for most wild and crop species, whatever the source of inorganic or
organic N provided to the plant [101,102]. It is taken up by means of specific high and low affinity
transporters located in the root cell membrane [103,104]. Nitrates are then reduced to nitrite through
the reaction catalysed by the enzyme nitrate reductase (NR; EC 1.6.6.1), [105] followed by the
reduction of nitrite to ammonia catalysed by the enzyme nitrite reductase (NiR; EC 1.7.7.1), [106].
Under particular environments, root ammonia transporters [107] can allow a direct uptake of ammonia
when available in the soil, in rice paddy fields or in acidic forest habitats [101,108]. Ammonia can be
generated inside the plant by a variety of metabolic pathways such as photorespiration,
phenylpropanoid metabolism, utilization of N transport compounds and amino acids catabolism.
Symbiotically fixed N is also an important source of ammonia readily available to herbaceous plants or
woody species that are able to form a symbiotic relationship with N fixing microorganisms [87,109];
(Figure 2).
Several studies have shown that a wide variety of plant species are able to take up organic N
compounds, especially under low N conditions [10,102,110-113]. However, the importance of this N
source and the methods used to evaluate its contribution to plant N requirements has been questioned.
A few studies have been done on the uptake of organic N by commercial crops: e.g., corn [114],
agricultural grasses including species of clover [112] and wheat [96]. Despite these limited studies,
they demonstrate the ability of plants to directly take up organic N, but have not established the
importance and significance of organic N as a source of crop N, for example when they are grown
under organic farming conditions.
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Figure 2. Main reactions involved in nitrogen assimilation in higher plants. NO3− = nitrate;
NO2− = nitrite; NH4+ = ammonium, N2 = atmospheric dinitogen. The main enzymes
involved in nitrate reduction and ammonia assimilation are indicated in italics: NR = nitrate
reductase; NiR = nitrite reductase; Nase = nitrogenase; GS = glutamine synthetase;
GOGAT = glutamate synthase. The ultimate source of inorganic N available to the plant is
ammonium, which is incorporated into organic molecules in the form of Glutamine and
Glutamate through the combined action of the two enzymes GS and GOGAT. Carbon
originating from photosynthesis through the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA cycle)
provides the α–ketoglutarate needed for the reaction catalyzed by the enzyme GOGAT.
Amino acids are further used for the synthesis of proteins, nucleotides and all
N-containing molecules.

In line with the finding that plants can take organic N up directly, there is also an interesting report
in which it has been shown that herbaceous species can use protein as a N source without the
assistance of other organisms. This indicates that the spectrum of N compounds that can be taken up
by the roots is quite diverse, indicating that the relationships existing between the soil fauna and the
plant for N capture is more complex than originally thought [115].
Urea is a low molecular weight organic molecule containing N that exists in natural systems and is
also applied as a synthetic fertilizer in conventional agriculture. It is well known that urea is absorbed
as an intact molecule by plant leaves and roots [116] by means of specific root transporters [117,118].
Although the use of urea is mainly as a source of N fertilizer, the contribution of plant urea uptake and
metabolism in a physiological and agricultural context is still not investigated. However, plants
possess urea transporters, and can hydrolyse and use urea very efficiently [119].
The importance of AM fungi for nutrient uptake by plants is well documented [120-122]. Several
studies have shown that AM fungi-infected plants can take up organic N compounds [10,111,112].
Thus, AM fungi can be used as a source of biological fertilization, since they are able to develop
symbiotic associations with most terrestrial plants. They are able to alleviate the effects of different
stresses both on growth and yield, by significantly increasing the uptake of water and nutrients
(including N) by the host plant [123-128]. In particular, it has been reported that the hyphae of AM are
able to use inorganic N more efficiently, thus enabling the host plant to indirectly have access to soil N
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through its fungal partner [129]. However the quantitative contribution of AM fungi to the direct
uptake of organic N by plants is still not well established [128], even though recent progress have been
made in this field of research. Nevertheless, Tian et al. [130] showed that AM fungi were able to
absorb both organic and inorganic N and synthesize organic N molecules such as arginine that are
further released by the fungal hyphae and then absorbed by the host plant. Interestingly, the occurrence
of a transfer of symbiotically fixed N to a crop such as maize via vesicular-AM hyphae has been
demonstrated [131-133], indicating that associated or continuous cover cropping systems could be an
alternative way to rationalize plant N nutrition by optimizing field conditions favourable to
mycorrhizal colonization.
Ammonia, which is the ultimate form of inorganic N available to the plant, is then incorporated into
the amino acid glutamate through the action of two enzymes. The first reaction catalyzed by enzyme
glutamine synthetase (GS; EC 6.3.1.2) [134] is considered to be the major route facilitating the
incorporation of inorganic N into organic molecules in conjunction with the second enzyme glutamate
synthase (GOGAT; EC 1.4.7.1) [135], which recycles glutamate and incorporates C skeletons as a
form of 2-oxoglutarate into the cycle. The amino acids glutamine and glutamate are then further used
as amino group donors to all the other N-containing molecules notably other amino acids used for
storage, transport and protein synthesis and to nucleotides used as basic molecules for RNA and DNA
synthesis [134-136].
The two enzymes GS and GOGAT are present in the plant in several isoenzymic forms located in
different cellular compartments and differentially expressed in a particular organ or cell type according
to the developmental stage. The GS enzyme exists as a cytosolic form (GS1) present in a variety of
organ and tissues such as roots, leaves, phloem cells and a plastidic form (GS2) localized in the
chloroplasts of photosynthetic tissues and the plastids of roots and etiolated tissues. It has also been
proposed that GS2 is located in the mitochondria [137]. However, in numerous previous studies using
immunocytolocalization techniques, the presence of the enzyme in the mitochondria has never been
reported [138]. The relative proportions of GS1 and GS2 vary within the organs of the same plant and
between plant species, each GS isoform playing a specific role in a given metabolic process, such as
photorespiratory ammonia assimilation, nitrate reduction, N translocation and recycling [134,139]. The
enzyme GOGAT also exists as two forms that have specific roles during primary N assimilation or
N recycling. A ferredoxin-dependent iseoenzyme (Fd-GOGAT) is mainly involved, in conjunction
with GS2, in the reassimilation of photorespiratory ammonia and a pyridine nucleotide-dependent
isoenzyme (NADH-GOGAT; EC 1.4.1.14) involved in the synthesis of glutamate both in
photosynthetic and non-photosynthetic organs or tissues to sustain plant growth and
development [134,136]. Moreover, by virtue of their differential mode of expression regulated either at
the transcriptional and post transcriptional levels, both GS and GOGAT isoenzymes have been shown
to play a specific role at particular stages of the plant life cycle and under particular environmental
conditions related mainly to the mode of N nutrition [134,135,139].
The reversible reaction catalyzed by the enzyme glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH; EC 1.4.1.2)
[134], which has theoretically the capacity to incorporate ammonia into 2-oxoglutarate to form
glutamate, was originally thought to be the main enzyme involved in inorganic N assimilation in
plants. Later on, a number of experiments using 15N labeling techniques and mutants deficient in GS
and GOGAT have demonstrated that over 95% of the ammonia made available to the plant is
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assimilated via the GS/GOGAT pathway [134,140]. A number of 15N labeling experiments followed
by GCMS or NMR-spectroscopy analysis have shown that GDH operates in the direction of glutamate
deamination to provide organic acids notably when the cell is C-limited [141,142]. The finding that
under certain physiological conditions GDH is able to assimilate ammonia also needs to be taken into
consideration, although the rate of glutamate synthesis is probably far lower than that formed through
the GS/GOGAT pathway [143]. Recently the hypothesis that GDH plays an important role in
controlling glutamate homeostasis has been put forward [142]. This function, which may have a
signaling role at the interface of C and N metabolism, may be of importance under certain phases of
plant growth and development when there is an important release or accumulation of ammonia [144146].
Over the last two decades, our knowledge of the various pathways involved in the synthesis of the
twenty amino acids that are used to build up proteins, particularly those derived from glutamate and
glutamine, has been increased through the use of mutant and transgenic plants in which amino acid
biosynthesis has been altered. There are excellent reviews describing extensively our current
knowledge on plant amino acid biosynthesis and its regulation [136,143]. Therefore, we will not cover
this complex aspect of N assimilation in this review, even though it is of major importance for plant
growth and productivity. However, there are some examples of genetic modification in crops in which
these pathways have been altered particularly to increase the content of lysine and methionine, which
are often the most limiting for both humans and animal nutrition [147-149].
Significant progress has been made during the last few years on the regulation of inorganic N
metabolism and the relationships with C metabolism, both at the cellular and organ levels. In
particular, attempts to integrate large transcriptomic and physiological data sets at the whole plant
level have increased our understanding of the regulation of N assimilation not only under controlled
growth conditions but also under the constantly changing environmental constraints usually occurring
in field situations [6]. This integration is required, because in addition to regulating a range of cellular
processes including N assimilation itself through the co-ordination of nitrate or ammonia uptake and
use, nitrate and N metabolite levels in the cell can regulate directly or indirectly a number of closely
related metabolic and developmental processes [150,151]. These processes, which may also be
regulated through the action of hormones [152], include the synthesis and accumulation of amino acids
and organic acids and the modification of plant development including the extent and form of root
growth and the timing of flower induction. All these processes, acting either individually or
synergistically, condition N allocation in newly developing tissues or in storage organs to finally
ensure plant vegetative or sexual reproduction.
5. Improvement of Nitrogen Utilization Using Genetically Modified Crops
Nitrate reduction is rarely limiting for optimal grain yield or biomass production. In contrast, this is
not the case for the ammonia assimilatory pathway [153]. For example the work of Fuentes et al. [154]
showed that, in tobacco, overexpression of a gene encoding cytosolic glutamine synthetase (GS1) from
alfalfa, causes an increase in photosynthesis and growth under a low N fertilization regime. These
results suggest that the transgenic tobacco plants overexpresing GS1 are able to utilize N more
efficiently under N stress conditions. Interestingly, Oliveira et al. [155] also showed that in tobacco,
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the overexpression of a gene encoding a pea GS1 lead to increased biomass production both under
limiting and non-limiting N feeding conditions.
By overexpressing a pine GS1 gene in poplar, Jing et al. [156] and Man et al. [157] observed that
the transgenic trees, which were older than five years exhibited a 41%, increase in growth rate,
whereas the other phenotypic characteristics of the genetically modified plants remained similar.
In wheat, the overexpression of a gene for GS1 from French bean led to an increase in grain yield
(grain weight in particular) and therefore of NUE, which was estimated to be about 20% [158].
However, to our knowledge there has been no further development of this interesting study, either
because of the difficulty of field testing in Europe or because this testing is currently being performed
in the private sector. Similar work was conducted in maize consisting in the overexpression of a native
gene encoding GS1 (Gln1-3) of maize. Grain yield (mainly grain number) of the maize transgenic
plants grown under greenhouse conditions was increased by about 30%. However, grain N content and
biomass production of the transgenic plants were not modified at maturity [159]. More recently,
transgenic rice lines overexpressing GS1 showed improved harvest index, N harvest index and N
utilization efficiency. However, these lines did not exhibit higher NUE under N-limiting conditions
compared to non-limiting N conditions [160].
In other species, the overexpression of GS1 had a rather negative impact on growth and yield of the
plant. For example, overexpression of a GS1gene from tobacco in the legume birds foot trefoil (Lotus
corniculatus L.) grown on nitrate led to an acceleration of senescence, which was apparently
detrimental to the overall plant developmental process [161]. When the transgenic L. corniculatus
plants were grown under symbiotic N-fixing conditions an increase in plant biomass production was
unexpectedly observed. However, the physiological mechanisms involved in this increase remain
unknown [86].
In rape (canola), the overexpression of a gene encoding the enzyme alanine aminotransferase
(AlaAT) from barley, directed by a rape root-specific promoter, led to a dramatic increase in biomass
production and seed yield [162]. Improvement of plant productivity was only observed under low N
fertilization conditions and was attributed to a higher flux of nitrate, associated or induced by a
decrease in the content of glutamine and glutamate in the stem. In the field when the applied N
fertilizer rate was reduced by 40%, the agronomic performance of the transgenic rapeseed plants
overexpressing AlaAT was similar to that of untransformed control plants grown under higher optimal
N fertilizer rates.
Overexpression of the same gene in rice led to increased biomass production and N content of
stems [163]. Unlike in rapeseed, there was an increase of glutamine and asparagine content both in the
stems and in the roots. The genetically modified rice plants had a finer, denser and more branched root
system, which was presumably more favorable for the absorption of N. This result indicates that
genetic modification targeted to improve N utilization efficiency also had an impact on plant
development, although the effect of AlaAT overexpression was variable from one species to another in
terms of both plant growth and metabolic activity.
There are a few other examples of successful genetic modification of N metabolism using either
structural or putative regulatory genes. When the bacterial enzyme glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH A)
from E. coli was constitutively overexpressed in tobacco, biomass production of the transgenic plants
was increased by about 10–15%. In addition to the increase in biomass production GDHA
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overexpressors had more leaves and their free amino acid content was higher, suggesting that both N
metabolism and C metabolism were modified [164]. The transgenic tobacco plants were also more
tolerant to water stress.
In rice, overexpression of a gene of unknown function OsENOD93-1, a N-responsive gene
identified following genome-wide gene expression profiling, led to an increase in grain yield, of
13–14% and 19–23% under limiting and non-limiting N nutrition conditions respectively [165]. When
a gene encoding NAD(H)-dependent GOGAT from alfalfa was constitutively expressed in tobacco, a
significant increase in biomass production was observed [166]. Overexpression of the native
NAD(H)-dependent GOGAT in rice led to an increase in grain weight [167,168]. These results suggest
that the GOGAT enzyme plays a major role with respect to organic N management and is used either
for growth or for grain production depending on the species examined.
There are fewer studies in which the importance of regulatory genes has been clearly
demonstrated [169]. When a Dof1 gene encoding a transcription factor from maize was overexpressed
in Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana L.), an increase in amino acid content and of N uptake was
observed, especially when plants were grown at a low level of N supply. In addition, the transgenic
plants produced more biomass under low N supply and they did not exhibit symptoms of N deficiency
in comparison to the untransformed control plants, which developed much earlier symptoms of
senescence. When the Dof 1 gene was overexpressed in potato, transgenic plants accumulated more
amino acids especially glutamine and glutamate [169]. These two sets of experiments suggest that this
gene could be used to improve the uptake and utilization of N in several species. Thus, overexpressing
regulatory genes rather than structural genes, such as genes encoding GS, GOGAT or AlaAT appears
to be an interesting alternative to improve plant NUE and overall plant growth and development in a
more stable and balanced way across species.
When vegetable crops such as lettuce or spinach are grown under greenhouse conditions they can
accumulate substantial amounts of nitrate in the leaf cell vacuoles. The threshold of nitrate
accumulation often exceeds the limits permitted by law, even when N fertilization is reduced because
mineralization of soil organic matter always provides a surplus of nitrate to the plant [170]. In human
food, when nitrate is absorbed in excess, its reduction to nitrite during digestion can oxidize
hemoglobin, causing a kind of anemia. Moreover, nitrites can be converted to carcinogenic
nitrosamines [12,13]. Conventional methods of selection have led to the development of varieties able
to reduce the absorbed nitrate more efficiently instead of storing it, but these varieties are not able to
completely eliminate any risk of toxic accumulation. Studies were therefore undertaken to limit nitrate
accumulation by increasing the capacity of a plant to reduce nitrate by increasing nitrate reductase
(NR) activity in genetically modified plants, by overexpressing a gene that allows the deregulation of
the synthesis of the enzyme [171]. In tobacco a 50% reduction in leaf nitrate content was observed
after introduction of the native structural NR gene (Nia2) placed under the control of the 35S strong
constitutive promoter. Using the same approach, encouraging results were obtained in a variety of
potato [172] that showed a 95% decrease in the amount nitrate in the tubers. In another variety of
potato, the transgenic plants showed a marked improvement in biomass production, especially in
tubers, with still lower amounts of nitrate. The more effective reduction of nitrate probably allowed a
better allocation of N to the photosynthetic apparatus and to enzymes involved in C metabolism, which
was demonstrated by higher leaf chlorophyll content in the transgenic potato plants [173].
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In lettuce transformed with the same 35S-Nia2 construct, a problem of post-transcriptional
regulation of the NR enzyme was encountered [174]. The transgenic lettuce accumulated 21% less
nitrate after 22 days. However, the nitrate content was only 4% lower in 84 days-old transgenic plants.
The hypothesis that the strength of the 35S promoter decreases during plant ageing was put forward,
suggesting that a way to maintain NR activity at a high level regardless of plant age needs to be found.
Such a strategy to reduce the nitrate content in vegetable crops requires further research before the use
of the Nia2 transgene can be efficiently mastered.
Although we do not have any clear information from the private sector about the recent
development and commercialization of transgenic plants modified for NUE, it seems to be likely that
crops overexpressing the enzymes AlaAT and GS1 will be commercially released within the next five
years, following extensive validation of their function under different field trial conditions and using
different genetic backgrounds.
6. Deciphering the Genetic Basis of Nitrogen Use Efficiency in Crops
There have been an increasing number of studies only performed on the model species Arabidopsis,
in an attempt to link plant physiology to whole genome expression in order to obtain an integrated
view on how the expression of genes can affect overall plant functioning [151]. When a structural or
regulatory gene putatively involved in the control of a metabolic pathway or a developmental process
or both is identified, information can then be obtained by producing overexpressors or selecting
deficient mutants of the gene in question. By studying the impact of the genetic modification or the
mutation on the phenotype or the physiology of the plant, it is often possible to determine whether the
expression of this specific gene is a limiting step in the development of a particular organ or of a
metabolic pathway. In general, this targeted approach, which allows the identification of a single
limiting reaction, or a co-limiting/non-limiting reaction does not adequately take into account the
variation in complex traits such as those controlling NUE, which involves multiple genes and thus
multiple enzyme reactions and regulatory factors.
Over the last ten years, quantitative genetics, through the detection of quantitative trait loci (QTL),
has become an important approach for identifying key regulatory or structural genes involved in the
expression of complex physiological and agronomic traits in an integrated manner and for the study of
plant responses to environmental constraints [175]. When QTLs for agronomic and phenotypic traits
are located on a genetic map, it is possible to look for their genetic significance by establishing the
co-location of QTLs for physiological or biochemical traits with genes putatively involved in the
control of the trait of interest (candidate genes). Validation of candidate genes can then be undertaken
using transgenic technologies (forward genetics) or mutagenesis (reverse genetics) or by studying the
relationship between allelic polymorphism and the trait of interest (association genetics; Figure 3)
either at a single gene or genome-wide level [176]. Positional cloning is another alternative strategy
that can be used to focus on the chromosomal region controlling the trait of interest and that ultimately
allows access to a single gene [177].
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Figure 3. Example of identification and validation of a candidate gene involved in the
control of NUE and yield in maize. On the left is shown a chromosomal colocation of
QTLs for different yield traits (KW = kernel weight and GY = grain yield) and for
glutamine synthetase (GS) activity at the level of the Gln1-3 locus (encoding a cytosolic
GS involved in ammonia assimilation; see paragraph 4 and Figure 2). N+ means with high
N fertilization, N- with low N fertilization. Such a result shows that the Gln1-3 gene is a
good candidate gene for explaining variation in NUE. Validation of the candidate gene
Gln1.3 was then performed using: (1) mutants {reduction of grain yield in the mutant (m)
compared to the wild type (WT)}; (2) genetic modification by overexpressing the Gln1.3
in transgenic maize plants {increase in grain yield in the trangenics (OE) compared to the
untransformed plant (WT); see [159]; (3) association genetics linking Gln1.3 gene
nucleotide polymorphism to the increase in yield (HY = high yield, LY = low yield) to
identify the best performing Gln1.3 allele among a population covering maize genetic
diversity; (4) marker assisted selection (MAS) can be then undertaken by breeders where a
trait of interest (yield associated to the presence of the Gln1.3 locus) is selected not based
on the trait itself, but on a marker or markers linked (marker a and b)to it and introduced in
the desired elite line (L2) from the donor line (L1) containing the best performing Gln1.3
allele in terms of yield.
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Therefore, quantitative genetic approaches were developed first in maize for which recombinant
inbred lines (RIL) populations were used to build-up genetic maps and then study QTLs. The aim of
such studies was to identify chromosomal regions involved in the control of yield and its components
at high or low N fertilization input, and to determine whether or not some of these regions were
specific for one of the two nutrition regimes. In one study, a limited number of QTLs for yield was
detected only at low N-input [178]. In another study, it was found that most of the chromosomal
regions for grain composition and traits related to NUE detected at low N-input, corresponded to QTLs
detected at high N-input [179]. These contrasting results suggest that depending on the RIL
population, the response of yield to various levels of N fertilization could be different and thus
controlled by a different set of genes.
In a more detailed investigation by Bertin and Gallais [179] using maize RILs, agronomic traits,
NUE and physiological traits were associated with DNA markers [180,181]. Interestingly,
coincidences were detected between QTLs for yield and two genes encoding cytosolic GS (Gln1-3 and
Gln1-4) and whole leaf enzyme activity. As a result of which, the hypothesis that cytosolic GS activity
could be a major element controlling grain yield was put forward. [180]. Since a QTL for a thousand
kernel weight was coincident with the Gln1-4 locus and QTLs for a thousand kernel weight and yield
were coincident with the Gln1-3 locus (Figure 3), further work was undertaken to validate the function
of these two putative candidate genes. In another study also performed in maize, fine QTL mapping of
C and N metabolism enzymes activities was performed on a different RIL population. These QTLs did
not colocalize with those reported by other authors [180], which indicates that there are large
differences in diversity traits in maize [182].
The impact of the knockout mutations gln1-3 and gln1-4 on kernel yield and its components were
examined in plants grown under controlled conditions [159]. The phenotype of the two mutant lines
was characterized by a reduction of kernel size in the gln1-4 mutant and by a reduction of kernel
number in the gln1-3 mutant. In the gln1-3/1-4 double mutant, a cumulative effect of the two
mutations was observed. In transgenic plants overexpressing Gln1-3 constitutively in the leaves, there
was an increase in kernel number, thus providing further evidence that the cytosolic GS isoenzyme
GS1-3 plays a major role in controlling kernel yield [159]; Figure 3). The hypothesis that GS is one of
the key steps in the control of cereal productivity was strengthened by a study performed on rice, in
which a co-localization of a QTL for the GS1;1 locus and a QTL for one-spikelet weight was
identified [183]. As a confirmation, a strong reduction in growth rate and grain yield was observed in
rice GS1;1 deficient mutants [184].
The role of the GS enzyme and other N-related physiological traits in the control of agronomic
performance in wheat still remains to be clearly established. Using a quantitative genetics approach,
Fontaine et al. [185] found only a co-localization between a QTL for GS activity and GSe, a structural
gene encoding cytosolic GS, but no obvious colocalization with a QTL for yield, in agreement with
previous work published by Habash et al. [158]. In contrast, in recent work, physical mapping,
sequencing, annotation and candidate gene validation of an NUE QTL on wheat chromosome 3B
suggested that the NADH-dependent GOGAT enzymes contribute to NUE in wheat and other
cereals [186] in agreement with work previously performed on rice [167].
Interestingly, in a woody species such as maritime pine that is far away from cereals on an
evolutionary point of view, a protein QTL for GS co-localized with a GS gene and a QTL for
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biomass [187]. Functional validation of the pine GS gene in transgenic poplars (see above), which can
be considered as a crop for wood production, shows once again that quantitative genetics represent one
of the most powerful approaches for identifying NUE candidate genes that may be involved in the
control of plant productivity.
To date, there are only a few reports reporting specific breeding for organic input systems and
especially N [188]. A question that could be addressed is whether the genetic control of NUE under
organic or conventional fertilization conditions is similar or if there are specific genes or combinations
of genes that are more adapted to one mode of fertilization compared to the other, taking into account
that organic material can be directly taken up by the plant [189]. Moreover its appears that using
appropriate selection environments is important for breeding crops adapted to organic farming
systems [190].
Further work is necessary to identify whether other root and shoot enzymes or regulatory proteins
could play a specific role under low or high N availability, whatever the type of N fertilization
conditions (organic or mineral). Such proteins include those directly involved in N metabolism or
those positioned at the interface between C and N metabolism during plant growth and
development [150,191,192]. It will be necessary therefore to identify new N-responsive genes through
detailed analyses of transcriptomic data sets [189], including using systems biology approaches [109].
The analyses will be targeted specifically to N uptake, assimilation and recycling in vegetative [165
and reproductive organs [193] at various stages of plant development, using plants grown under
different levels of N fertilization. Systems biology consists in taking advantage of various ‘omics’ data
sets including transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics that can be further analysed in an
integrated manner through the utilization of various mathematical, bioinformatic and computational
tools [192]. Ultimately, such integrated analyses may allow the identification of the key individual or
common regulatory elements involved in the control of a given biological process [157]. Such an
approach, originally developed for the model plant Arabidopsis by virtue of the wealth of information
available at the transcriptome level, when transferred to crops, may help in identifying key master
genes involved in the control of NUE. In parallel, metabolomic studies are becoming more and more
extensively used for the high throughput phenotyping necessary for large scale molecular and
quantitative genetic studies aimed at identifying new candidate genes involved in the control of plant
productivity [194,195]. This has prompted a number of groups, to focus their research efforts on
developing data integration tools for metabolic reactions that complement gene expression studies.
Encouragingly, on the modeling side, an increasing number of genome-scale metabolic models of
plants have recently been released [196,197]. Such metabolic models should help to unravel key
reactions and thus limit the steps required for the control of NUE, taking into account both
tissue-specificities and environmental constraints.
Using the knowledge gained from these various systems biology approaches, it should then be
possible to map the newly identified genes encoding regulatory proteins or enzymes, taking advantage
of the recent progress in crop genomics through the availability of both physical and genetic high
density maps and QTL or Meta-QTL genetic map positions generated by the plant science
community [186,198]. Comparative genomics and synteny approaches similar to those of Quraishi et
al. [186] can complete such analyses by linking the genetic maps of maize, rice, barley and wheat
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harboring N related QTLs, thus allowing the reinforcement of the weight of selected putative
candidate genes.
Ultimately, following the functional validation of candidate genes using all the available
approaches offered by mutagenesis, genetic modification and association genetics, marker-assisted
selection (MAS) can be then undertaken (Figure 3). However, there are still a number of technical and
scientific challenges that remain to be resolved before MAS can be routinely used in breeding for
complex traits such as NUE. This is mainly due to the number of interactions that govern the
expression of such traits both at the genetic and environmental levels [199], whether we are dealing
with conventional or organic farming growth conditions.
7. Conclusion and Perspectives
A large number of studies have been carried out over the last two decades to identify by means of
agronomic, physiological and genetic studies, the rate limiting steps of NUE both in model and crop
species, as a function of environmental conditions. For abiotic stress improvement in crops, NUE has
become the second priority after drought both in the private and in the public sector. To decipher the
genetic and physiological basis of NUE, many tools are available for most crops and for cereals in
particular. They include mutant collections, wide genetic diversity, recombinant inbred lines (RILs) or
Doubled Haploid Line populations (DHLs), straightforward transformation protocols and
physiological, biochemical and genomic data for systems biology development [6,200]. In addition,
the commercial crop research effort is paralleled by research in the public sector, notably with the
release of the genome sequences for rice [201] and maize [202] and the current development of
sequencing projects for wheat [203], barley [204] and a number of other crops.
Cereal grains such as rice, wheat and maize provide 60% of the world's nutrition, the rest being
represented by barley, coarse grains of legumes along with root crops. These crops account for the
majority of end products used for human diets [205] and it is likely that they will still contribute either
directly in the human diet or indirectly as animal feed in the next century [200]. Thus, considering both
the economical and environmental challenge represented by reducing both the cost and application of
N fertilizers, all major maize seed breeding companies such as Monsanto,
DuPont-Pioneer and Syngenta are investing in genomic research for improving NUE. Moreover,
improvement in yield for most crops over the last 50 years has been estimated to be 40%, due to
improvements in cultural practices and 60% due to genetic gains, thus indicating that breeding for
improved NUE is still possible [206]. However, to our knowledge, improving NUE either through
genetic engineering or marker assisted breeding is still at the stage of proof of concept. Therefore, very
little information is currently released from both the private and public sector in consideration of the
potential economic value of crop NUE improvement.
However, both on the genetic and physiological side, the identification of key steps involved in the
control of NUE from gene expression to metabolic activity remains incomplete. It is likely because the
regulatory mechanisms involved in the control of the two components of NUE (N uptake and
utilization efficiencies) are species-specific [6]. Moreover, they are subjected to changes or adaptation
in a constantly changing soil and aerial environment during plant growth and development that require
the taking into account the various genotypic/environment interactions [207].
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NUE is controlled by a complex array of physiological, developmental and environmental
interactions that are organ and tissue-specific and which are specific to the genotype of a given
species. It is therefore essential that a much more extensive survey of a wide range of genotypes
covering the genetic diversity of a crop should be performed. This can be achieved using the various
available “omics” techniques, combined with agronomic and physiological approaches in order to
identify both common and specific elements controlling NUE and plant productivity of plants grown
in the field under organic or mineral N fertilizer conditions [208].
Over the last two decades, the construction of cereals that can fix atmospheric N has always been a
challenge for plant scientists, in order to reduce the need for mineral N fertilization. Although, the
signaling pathway for recognition of N-fixing bacteria is present in cereals, complex genetic
modification will be necessary to allow bacterial colonization and nodule organogenesis [209].
At the field level, only agronomic predictive models using the appropriate biogical and
environmental parameters [210] should be able to take into account interactions between plants and
their environment to obtain an integrated view of the various inputs or outputs, influencing crop
NUE [211,212]. One of the main challenges in the future will be to develop reliable decision support
systems with the help of sensors [213,214] and biological diagnostic tools in precision agriculture, in
order to optimize the application of N under organic or conventional conditions in a more sustainable
manner. Moreover, the establishment of such models will need to be scaled up at the ecological
level [44], in order to obtain a better understanding as to how N cycling is occurring from organisms to
the whole ecosystem [57].
A proposed strategy for integrating multidisciplinary approaches for improving crop NUE is
summarized in Figure 4. This strategy highlights the necessity to develop an integrated approach
between the public and private sectors to improve our understanding and control of the biological and
agronomic basis of NUE in crops of major economical importance. However, the nature of an
agronomic trait such as NUE is complex, due to the intervention of multiple elements interacting with
each other as a function of both plant development and environmental constraints. Moreover, the
interaction between these elements appears to be not only species-specific but also specific to a given
genetic background. Therefore, improvement of this understanding will require the development of a
multi-disciplinary approach, integrating expertise from fundamental and more applied studies in crop
developmental biology, physiology, genomics, genetics, physiology, modeling, agronomy and
breeding [212]. In addition, taking advantage of the genetic variability that already exists or that can be
created, will provide a valuable contribution to the genetic and physiological dissection of NUE under
mineral and organic N nutrition conditions and an evaluation of the genes or group of genes involved.
The major breakthrough expected from this multidisciplinary approach will be to provide 1) useful
alleles or gene-based markers to breeders for the production of genetically modified plants or for
marker assisted selection (MAS) ; 2) predictive biological markers for breeders to improve selection
for higher NUE by conventional breeding; 3) tools for farmers to monitor and adjust mineral and/or
organic N fertilization for obtaining optimal yields compatible with a strategy for sustainability of the
agricultural practices needed to feed the world population, while preserving the environment.
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Figure 4. Proposed strategy for improving N use efficiency in crops. This strategy is built
around two main agronomic and genetic studies conducted in parallel. Each of these two
main studies is divided into a subset of approaches strongly interacting with each other
within and across them. It will be necessary to integrate current knowledge in agronomy,
molecular physiology, eco-physiology and genetics to guide, develop and integrate novel
methods and concepts for improving NUE in crops. This knowledge development and
integration can be performed through the use of quantitative genetics for QTL and
candidate gene detection (KD.1), through the exploitation of all the ‘omics’ databases
using a systems biology approach (KD.2) and through the use of agronomic databases
gathering all the information concerning plant performance under various environmental
scenarios (KD3). The basis of this knowledge is represented by: (1) the numerous whole
plant physiology studies performed over the last two decades on both model and crop
species (KF.1) ; (2) the studies aimed at identifying the influence of N fertilization on crop
growth and development and its physiology either under organic (KF2) or organic N
nutrition (KF3) ; (3) through the exploitation of genetic variability of a given species using
different modern and ancient genotypes, landraces, lines, hybrids originating from different
parts of the world. The primary goal of the genetic studies is to provide breeders with
markers genes or loci aimed at selecting varieties more efficient at utilizing N, identified
through the use of quantitative genetics (KD.1), mutagenesis (G.1) and genetic engineering
(G.2) for further commercialization by breeding companies (O.1). The aim of the
agronomic studies is to provide tools for breeders and agronomists to create and evaluate
new varieties in cropping systems under low and adequate N input in conventional or
organic farming systems. To achieve this it will be necessary to identify key agronomic
traits that can be use to predict plant performance under low or high N input and according
to various environmental conditions (A.1). Plant performance could also be predicted and
monitored through the use of monitoring tools or sensors (A.2 = metabolic, enzymatic and
molecular markers for NUE; see [109] for details) and through the development of plant
and crop modeling approaches integrating agronomic, physiological and molecular data
(G+A) [213]. These monitoring tools and models will also help the farmers to rationalize N
fertilization when integrated into decision support systems (A.3). In addition the
knowledge gained from these complementary studies will be useful to the scientific
community to improve our understanding of N assimilation by plants both at the whole
plant and canopy levels (O.2). The boxes shaded in dark grey indicate where significant
progress has been made in the area. Those in pale grey indicate that work is still currently
being actively performed. Those in white indicate the research area for which results and
data are scarce or missing.
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